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Camarillo kenpo karate  
SELF DEFENSE TECHNIQUES  

1. TWIN KIMONO 

2. PARTING WINGS 

3. THUNDERING HAMMERS 

4. SWINGING PENDULUM 

5. SQUEEZING THE PEACH 

6. CIRCLING WING 

7. OBSTRUCTING THE STORM 

8. DARTING MACE 

Blue Belt Requirements 
 

Blue Belt Pledge 
Long Form #2 
Striking Set #1 
Finger Set #1 

Blue Belt Pledge 
 

 I shall never let pride rule my passions and will defend, with all the skill I 
possess, the weak, the helpless, and the oppressed. I pledge an unswerving loyalty 
to the Association and my instructor. In addition, I pledge an unending effort to 
earn the self-same loyalty from those who look to me for training. 

9.  HOOKING WINGS 

10. SHIELD AND SWORD 

11. GIFT IN RETURN 

12. BOW OF COMPULSION 

13. CHARGING RAM 

14. SLEEPER 

15. CROSS OF DESTRUCTION 

16. FLIGHT TO FREEDOM 

BLUE BELT TECHNIQUES 

NOTE:  Ed Parker’s Kenpo Karate Self-Defense Techniques, Version 3.0, present the material in a more logical se-
quence than presented in Version 2 (as outlined in the WEB OF KNOWLEDGE).  The content of material has not 
been altered.  This new arrangement is structured to provide self-defense techniques up to 5th Degree Black Belt 
within the Ed Parker Kenpo System. 
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Camarillo kenpo karate  
SELF DEFENSE TECHNIQUES  

Blue 1 

TWIN KIMONO  
(Front two-hand lapel grab pushing out)  

1. With your feet together, step back toward 6:00 with your left foot into a right neu-
tral bow (facing 12:00) as your left arm pins your opponent’s arms at the wrists. 
Simultaneously deliver a right upward forearm strike against your opponent’s el-
bow joints. (This will raise your opponent onto the tips of his toes.)  

 
2. Immediately shift your left foot counterclockwise toward 4:30 as you deliver a 

right outward back knuckle strike to your opponent’s solar plexus. (This will take 
the wind out of your opponent and force him to bend forward.)  

 
3. Then circle your right arm counterclockwise, and execute an inward downward 

diagonal strike against your opponent’s left forearm finishing with your right 
palm up, and your left hand checking high. (Make sure that your opponent’s arms 
are driven down and diagonally to your left.) (You opponent should rapidly bend 
down.)  

 
4. Immediately ROUND THE CORNER and strike with a right snapping outward 

handsword to your opponent’s throat. Keep your left hand checking in the NEU-
TRAL ZONE.   (This will stop your opponent, and cause him to fall to the 
ground.) 

 
5. Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 4:30. 
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Camarillo kenpo karate  
SELF DEFENSE TECHNIQUES  

Blue 2 

PARTING WINGS  
(Front two-hand push) 

1. With your feet together drop back with your right foot toward 6:00 into a left neu-
tral bow (facing 12:00) as you execute two extended outward handswords to the 
inside of your opponent’s wrists (staying within the perimeter of your OUTER 
RIM). Make sure that both of your hands are parallel in terms of height and 
depth. (This will expose the full width of your opponent) 

 
2. With your opponent still moving toward you immediately pivot into a left for-

ward bow (facing 12:00) as you execute a right thrusting inward handsword to 
your opponent’s left lower ribcage. During this action your left handsword be-
comes a cocking check at your right ear (palm in). (Your opponent will bend for-
ward at the waist) 

 
3. Pivot into a left neutral bow while striking with a left outward handsword to your 

opponent’s throat, as your right clenched fist cocks to your right hip, palm up. 
(Your opponent’s head will be driven back and his stomach will jut forward) 

 
4. Again pivot into a left forward bow while PIN POINTING a right vertical middle 

knuckle punch into your opponent’s solar plexus. During this action your left 
hand acts as a sliding GRAVITATIONAL CHECK down your opponent’s torso, 
finally becoming a guide for your right punch in TRACKING to your target. 
(Your opponent will again bend forward at the waist) 

 
5. Pivot back into a left neutral bow with your guard up, execute a left front cross-

over, and cover out toward 4:30. 
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Camarillo kenpo karate  
SELF DEFENSE TECHNIQUES  

Blue 3 

THUNDERING HAMMERS  
(Front right step through punch) 
1. Standing naturally, step toward 11:00 with your left foot into a left neutral bow 

(facing 12:00) as you execute a left inward block at or above the outside of your 
opponent’s right elbow. Your right arm hangs naturally at your side, as your left 
leg positionally checks your opponent’s right leg.   (Your inward block should 
nullify the width of your opponent’s body)  

 
2. Shuffle forward (push-drag) toward 12:00 as you drop into a left wide kneel 

stance and buckle the outside of your opponent’s right knee with your own right 
knee.  Simultaneously strike across your opponent’s stomach with a right inward 
horizontal forearm, as your left fist cocks near your left ear (palm facing away 
from you). (Your forearm strike should force your opponent to bend forward at 
the waist)  

 
3. Pivot clockwise and drop lower into a right close kneel stance (facing 4:30) while 

buckling the back of your opponent’s right knee with your left knee. Simultane-
ously strike to your opponent’s left kidney with a left downward hammerfist as 
your right fist cocks near your right ear (palm facing away from you) (Your ham-
merfist strike combined with your buckle should drive your opponent’s body 
down as it snaps his head up)  

 
4. As you pivot counterclockwise into a left wide kneel stance (facing 12:00), 

buckle your opponent’s right knee with your right knee, and have your left hand 
shift from his kidney into a left horizontal forearm check (GRAVITATIONAL 
CHECK) on top of your opponent’s right shoulder. Simultaneously deliver a right 
downward hammerfist strike to the back of your opponent’s neck. (Your hammer-
fist strike combined with your knee buckle should drive your opponent into the 
ground.) 

 
5. Shift your left foot back and slightly to your left (toward 7:30) into a right neutral 

bow, execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.    
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Camarillo kenpo karate  
SELF DEFENSE TECHNIQUES  

Blue 4 

SWINGING PENDULUM  
(Front right roundhouse kick) 
1. Standing in a right neutral bow, slide your left foot counterclockwise toward 4:30 

and deliver a right inward block simultaneously with a left downward block 
(universal block) against the inside of your opponent’s right kicking leg. 
(Preferably the block should occur at the knee, as this will open the width zones 
on your opponent’s body.) 

 
2. Shuffle (push-drag) forward toward 10:30, while remaining in a right neutral 

bow,  and simultaneously convert your right inward block into a right downward 
hammerfist strike to your opponent’s groin as your left hand checks high near his 
chest.(This will force your opponent to bend forward at the waist). 

 
3. Again shift your left foot counterclockwise toward 1:30 into a horse stance 

(facing 4:30) as you CONTOUR up your opponent’s chest with right snapping 
obscure elbow strike to his chin, and your left hand continues to check high. (This 
will snap your opponent’s head up)  
 

4. Right front crossover, and cover out toward 1:30. 
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Camarillo kenpo karate  
SELF DEFENSE TECHNIQUES  

Blue 5 

SQUEEZING THE PEACH  
(Rear bear hug arms pinned) 

1. With your feet together and your opponent applying the hug, step back with your 
left foot toward 4:30 into a right neutral bow (facing 12:00) as you squeeze your 
opponent’s testicles with your left hand. During this action your right hand ap-
plies a pinning check on top of your opponent’s arms. (Your opponent releases 
his grip and bends forward at the waist)  

 
2. Immediately step forward with your left foot (while maintaining the grab with 

your left hand) toward 12:00 into a left neutral bow as you strike with a right back 
heel scoop kick to your opponent’s groin. (Your opponent bends forward at the 
waist even more.) 

 
3. With your right leg still in the air from the right scoop kick, buckle your oppo-

nent’s left inner knee by stomping into a right reverse bow toward 7:30. Simulta-
neous with this action, execute a right obscure back elbow strike to the chin of 
your opponent, as your left hand checks low. (This will spread your opponent’s 
legs out and snap his head up)  

 
4. Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 1:30.  
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 Camarillo kenpo karate  
SELF DEFENSE TECHNIQUES  

Blue 6 

CIRCLING WING  
(Rear two-hand choke – arms bent) 

1. With your feet together, turn and tuck your chin down and to the right side of 
your chest as your left foot steps forward and to your right on a 45 degree angle 
(toward 1:30) into a left neutral bow. During this action your left fist cocks (palm 
up) on your left hip as your right arm cocks horizontally across your waist (palm 
facing you) and over your left fist. (This will protect your throat and disturb your 
opponent’s balance.)  

 
2. Pivot clockwise (turning toward 7:30) as you circle your right elbow over and 

down (right outward overhead elbow) onto the right arm of your opponent to hurt 
and pin that arm to your right side. Complete the pivot into a right forward bow 
(facing 7:30) while delivering a left four finger thrust to your opponent’s eyes. 
(Your elbow action will bring your opponent’s head down momentarily.)  

 
3. Pivot (in-place), to your left into a right neutral bow as you deliver a right upward 

elbow strike to your opponent’s chin. Your left hand should slide down your op-
ponent’s right shoulder and end as a pressing check at his right elbow. (After the 
finger poke your opponent’s head will momentarily relax and drop forward into 
your elbow strike, and be driven back again.)  

 
4. Pivot again to your left into a right reverse bow as you execute a right back ham-

merfist strike to your opponent’s groin. Simultaneously have your left hand cross-
check your opponent’s right arm and then switch to a high check over your right 
shoulder. (The force of this strike should bend your opponent over at the waist, 
and he will fall to the ground .)  
 

5. Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 1:30  
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Camarillo kenpo karate  
SELF DEFENSE TECHNIQUES  

Blue 7 

OBSTRUCTING THE STORM  
(Front right step through overhead club) 

1. With your feet together, have your left foot step slightly forward and to your left 
on a 45 degree angle (first moving toward 10:30 but ending facing 1:30 in a horse 
stance). Simultaneously cross your right wrist over your left wrist (upward cross 
block) to block your opponent’s attacking hand at his right wrist at a level above 
your head and off right shoulder. (This is to catch your opponent’s right arm 
while getting out of the Line of Attack).  

 
2. Grab your opponent’s right wrist with your right hand as your left foot steps for-

ward to 1:30 (“cat in and around” his right leg if necessary) into a left neutral 
bow. Simultaneously strike your opponent’s right elbow with your left forearm by 
first thrusting vertically and then rolling it horizontally forcing your opponent’s 
right arm down while your right hand pulls in, down, and past your right hip. 
(This action should force your opponent’s head down with the possibility of hav-
ing it strike your left knee.)  

 
3. Immediately deliver a right snapping knee strike to your opponent’s head or 

chest. This is done without raising your body.  
 
4. Replant your right foot to its POINT OF ORIGIN into a left neutral bow (facing 

1:30).  Left front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.   
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Camarillo kenpo karate  
SELF DEFENSE TECHNIQUES  

Blue 8 

DARTING MACE  
(Front two-hand grab to the right wrist) 

1. With your feet together and both of your opponent’s hands grabbing your right 
wrist, step forward (between your opponent’s legs) with your left foot into a left 
neutral bow (facing 12:00), as your right hand countergrabs your opponent’s right 
wrist and your left forearm simultaneously strikes down on your opponent’s right 
forearm. As your left arm continues its motion and completes a left vertical punch 
to your opponent’s chin, pull your opponent’s right arm past your right hip with 
your right hand. (Initially your opponent’s head comes down and toward you. 
Your punch drives his head back)  

 
2. Pivot into a left forward bow (facing 12:00) as your left hand slides down your 

opponent’s torso and on top of his arms, finally acting as a guide for a right verti-
cal punch to your opponent’s solar plexus. (Your opponent will bend forward at 
the waist and may move back)  

 
3. Slide your right foot forward into a right close cat stance as your left hand CON-

TOURS up your opponent’s chest and becomes a left thrusting outward hands-
word strike to your opponent’s throat. (This will temporarily detain your oppo-
nent’s body) During this action your right fist cocks to your right ribcage (palm 
up).  

 
4. Continue to have your right foot step forward into a right neutral bow (buckling 

the inside of your opponent’s right knee) and thrust a right heel palm strike to 
your opponent’s chin, as your left hand reverses its previous motion and becomes 
a left sliding check onto your opponent’s arms. (Your opponent’s head snaps 
back and his body is driven away.)  

 
5. Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.  
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Camarillo kenpo karate  
SELF DEFENSE TECHNIQUES  

Blue 9 

HOOKING WINGS  
(Front two-hand low push) 
1. With your feet together drop back with your left foot toward 6:00 into a right neu-

tral bow (facing 12:00) as you hook with both of your hands (shape of a crane) to 
the inside of your opponent’s wrists, jerking your opponent’s arms down, outside 
and past your hips. (This will allow your opponent’s momentum to continue into 
you, but direct his weapons outside of your Outer Rim)  

 
2. Slide your right foot back into a cat stance and deliver a right front snapping ball 

kick to your opponent’s groin. Be sure to utilize the BORROWED FORCE from 
his attempted push as well as from your pulling action. (This kick will bend your 
opponent forward at the waist and stop his body momentum.)  

 
3. Drop forward into a right neutral bow (facing 12:00) while looping a right inward 

downward diagonal hammerfist strike to your opponent’s left jaw hinge. Immedi-
ately (continuing with a figure 8 pattern) loop a right outward back knuckle strike 
to your opponent’s right jaw hinge as your left hand checks at your solar plexus. 
(These strikes should further disorient your opponent and possibly drop him to 
the ground.  

 
4. Shuffle forward (push-drag) as you follow up with a right upward elbow strike to 

your opponent’s chin, while your left hand continues to check. (This will snap 
your opponent’s head back.)  

 
5. As your right elbow descends, deliver a right downward heel palm-claw, first 

striking the bridge of the nose and then clawing the eyes and face. (This should 
break your opponent’s nose obscure his vision, and force him to the ground.)  

 
6. Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30. 
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Camarillo kenpo karate  
SELF DEFENSE TECHNIQUES  

Blue 10 

SHIELD AND SWORD  
(Front left step through punch) 
1. Standing with your feet together, step forward and to your right (toward 1:30) 

with your right foot into a right forward bow, as you deliver a left extended out-
ward block (use a handsword block) to the outside of your opponent’s left elbow.  
Have your right handsword cock beside your right ear, palm out. (This should 
cancel the width of your opponent’s action.)  

 
2. Immediately pivot to your left (into a horse) as you strike with a right inward 

handsword to the back of your opponent’s neck (follow through with the chop so 
that it controls your opponent’s height zones as your right forearm and elbow 
check your opponent’s left shoulder to minimize his leverage). Simultaneously 
have your left hand check your opponent’s left arm. (This should drive your op-
ponent’s head and body down.)  

 
3. Pivot into a right forward bow (facing 12:00) as you deliver a left inward horizon-

tal elbow strike to your opponent’s left lower ribcage and have your right hand 
check (Bracing Angle Check) your opponent’s left arm at his elbow. (Your oppo-
nent will bend forward at the waist.)  

 
4. Shift your left foot counterclockwise toward 4:30 into a right neutral bow, as your 

left hand hooks out and down (like a waiter carrying a tray) on top of your oppo-
nent’s left forearm. Simultaneously with this action, execute a right inward raking 
hammerfist strike to your opponent’s left kidney.  

 
5. Immediately follow up with a right roundhouse kick to your opponent’s right kid-

ney.  (This should drive your opponent to his knees.) 
 
6. Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 4:30. 
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Camarillo kenpo karate  
SELF DEFENSE TECHNIQUES  

Blue 11 

GIFT IN RETURN  
(Front hand shake) 

1. With your feet together and your opponent squeezing your right hand with his 
right hand, step forward and to your left (toward 11;00) with your left foot into a 
left neutral bow to the outside of your opponent’s right leg. (Your left leg should 
be hugging and checking your opponent’s right leg.) Simultaneously have your 
left hand assist your right hand, as well as your opponent’s right hand, to strike to 
your opponent’s groin by thrusting down on your opponent’s right forearm. (Your 
opponent will bend forward at the waist.)  

 
2. Shift your left hand around and back of your opponent’s right leg and grab your 

opponent’s right wrist as your right foot shifts clockwise toward 10:30 into a left 
neutral bow (facing 4:30). Immediately pull and lift with your left hand as you 
push down against your opponent’s right hip with your right hand. This is done to 
put pressure on your opponent’s testicles, limit your opponent’s leverage and 
check his height zone to nullify his ability to kick. (This will lift your opponent 
onto the tips of his toes.)  

 
3. Immediately deliver a right step through knife-edge kick to the back of your op-

ponent’s left knee as you release your left hand grasp while maintaining the check 
with your right hand. (This will buckle your opponent’s left leg to the ground and 
expose his tail bone.)  

 
4. Without any hesitation plant your right foot between your opponent’s legs 

(making sure that you gauge it properly) and deliver a left knee strike to your op-
ponent’s tail bone. (This will drive your opponent forward and away from you.)  
 

5. With your left foot in the air (or after it plants forward, depending on the circum-
stance), execute a left front crossover, and cover out toward 10:30. 
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Camarillo kenpo karate  
SELF DEFENSE TECHNIQUES  

Blue 12 

BOW OF COMPULSION  
(Front wrist lock against chest) 

1. With your opponent pinning your right hand against his chest (after your uninten-
tional push) and with your feet parallel to each other, step forward toward 12:00 
with your right foot into a right neutral bow (between your opponent’s legs). Si-
multaneously, execute a right downward elbow strike to your opponent’s solar 
plexus or groin, depending on the height of your opponent as your left hand 
checks diagonally across your opponent’s hands. (Your opponent will bend for-
ward at the waist.)  

 
2. With your left hand still guarding diagonally, drop down into a right wide kneel 

stance (keeping your back erect) as you drop your right hand down, raking your 
opponent’s testicles with a right heel palm claw. (This will temporarily stun your 
opponent.)  

 
3. Immediately follow up with a right underhand reverse handsword to your oppo-

nent’s groin. (Your opponent’s knees should buckle, bending forward.)  
 
4. While in your slightly modified right wide kneel stance, execute (using the geo-

metric path of a figure eight) a right back knuckle strike to the inside of your op-
ponent’s left knee followed by a downward looping right punch to the inside of 
his right knee cap. 
 

5. Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30, increasing your 
HEIGHT ZONE with each maneuver. 
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Camarillo kenpo karate  
SELF DEFENSE TECHNIQUES  

Blue 13 

CHARGING RAM  
(Front tackle with your opponent’s arms extended) 
1. While remaining in a right neutral bow slide your left foot counter-clockwise to-

ward 3:00 (facing 9:00). Simultaneously redirect your opponent’s left arm down 
and out with a right outside downward parry, and execute a left outward heel 
palm parry to the left side of your opponent’s head.  As you settle into your 
stance, execute a right inward overhead handsword to the back of your oppo-
nent’s neck, while sliding your left hand to your opponent’s left shoulder as a 
check. (This should stun or stagger your opponent)  

 
2. With your opponent descending, but still moving slightly forward, slide your 

right foot into a cat stance (facing 7:30) as you immediately snap a right front ball 
kick to your opponent’s left ribcage. (This kick should inflict pain that will mo-
mentarily immobilize your opponent)  

 
3. Plant your right foot forward (GAUGING LEG) and deliver a left step through 

roundhouse kick to your opponent’s face. (This should drive your opponent’s 
head back)  

 
4. Without planting, execute a left front crossover, and cover out toward 1:30.   
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Camarillo kenpo karate  
SELF DEFENSE TECHNIQUES  

Blue 14 

SLEEPER  
(Front right step through punch) 

1. Standing naturally, step with your left foot toward 11:00 into a left neutral bow 
(facing 12:00). Simultaneously with this action, deliver a left inward block at or 
above the outside of your opponent’s right elbow, while your right arm hangs 
naturally at the right side of your body. (Your block should cancel the width of 
your opponent’s body.)  

 
2. Pivot in-place into a left forward bow as you deliver a right inner diagonal wrist 

strike to the left side of your opponent’s neck and check your opponent’s right 
arm with your left hand (BRACING ANGLE CHECK). (This will stun your op-
ponent).  

 
3. Immediately step around and back of your opponent’s right leg (“cat around”) 

with your right leg into a modified horse stance, grab your right wrist with your 
left hand (from behind your opponent’s head) and pull toward you, applying pres-
sure against his neck.  (This action should render your opponent helpless, and 
may cause him to temporarily lose consciousness.)  

 
4. Pivot toward 10:30 into a left forward bow, as you buckle your opponent’s right 

leg with you right leg. Immediately shift your left foot back toward 4:30 while 
forcing your opponent to the ground (like a winding staircase) as you follow up 
with a right vertical punch to your opponent’s face simultaneously with a right 
knee drop (left close kneel) to your opponent’s right rib age. (Your left hand 
should be pushing your opponent’s right arm down and across his own body to 
keep it in check and your opponent’s head should be facing between 5:00 and 
6:00.  

 
5. Shift your right foot toward 12:00, and gradually increasing your HEIGHT 

ZONE, execute a left front crossover, and cover out toward 10:30. 
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Camarillo kenpo karate  
SELF DEFENSE TECHNIQUES  

Blue 15 

CROSS OF DESTRUCTION  
(Rear two-hand choke) 
1. With your feet together and your opponent choking you from the rear with both 

of his hands, step to you left to 9:00 into a horse stance (facing 12:00) as you grab 
both of your opponent’s wrists with both of your hands (right to right and left to 
left.) Be sure to tuck your chin to your chest.  

 
2. Immediately turn your head clockwise and have your right foot step behind your 

left foot (step through reverse) toward 7:30 into a left neutral bow (facing 1:30) as 
your force your neck against your opponent’s thumbs to possibly break them and 
help release the grab. Without loss of motion have your left hand cross your op-
ponent’s left arm over his own right arm. At this point, your left arm pushes for-
ward as your right arm pulls in and toward you. (There is more pulling than push-
ing here, and your actions should effectively cancel your opponent’s zones.)  

 
3. Deliver a right front snap ball kick to the inside of your opponent’s right kneecap. 

(This will buckle your opponent’s right knee out and drop his height zones.)  
 
4. Plant your right foot forward toward 1:30 into a right neural bow and pull in with 

your left arm as you push out with your right arm causing your opponent to break 
his left elbow against his own right arm. (The execution of your right hand during 
the above action resembles a right vertical back knuckle thrust.)  (In addition to 
breaking his arm, your actions should cause your opponent to fall to the ground.) 

 
5. Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30. 
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Camarillo kenpo karate  
SELF DEFENSE TECHNIQUES  

Blue 16 

FLIGHT TO FREEDOM  
(Rear hammerlock) 

1. With your feet together and your opponent locking your right arm, step back 
counter-clockwise to 5:00 with your left foot into a right transitory neutral bow 
(modify the depth or width of your stance as the situation dictates) as your right 
hand countergrabs your opponent’s right wrist.  

 
2. Without hesitation continue to pivot your entire body counterclockwise into a left 

neutral bow (or horse stance depending on circumstance) as you attempt to de-
liver a left outward elbow strike to your opponent’s face, and have it blocked.  

 
3. Immediately turn clockwise as you have your left foot step through toward 1:30 

into a right reverse cat stance. Straighten your right arm during this transition 
while still maintaining your grab to your opponent’s right wrist, pulling your op-
ponent to you and upsetting his balance.  

 
4. From your right reverse cat, deliver a right thrusting back heel kick, to your oppo-

nent’s right ribcage (this should bend your opponent forward at the waist and the 
extension of your kick will back him up) as you immediately plant your right foot 
toward 7:30.  

 
5. As you pivot your entire body clockwise twist your opponent’s right arm clock-

wise (in a very tight circle) and have your left hand positionally check. (This will 
turn your opponent over, down and to his left.)  

 
6. Follow up with a left front thrusting ball kick to your opponent’s left inner knee. 

(This will buckle his knee outward and drop his height zones.)  
 
7. Without planting your left foot, have it cross in front of your right foot toward 

10:30 (converting it into a left front twist stance with you head focused toward 
4:30) as you simultaneously execute a left hammering heel palm strike on top of 
your opponent’s right elbow joint. Again this is done while still maintaining your 
grab to your opponent’s right wrist. (This should break your opponent’s right el-
bow joint and force him to the ground.)  

 
8. Complete the crossover, and cover out toward 10:30.  
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Stance 
Reverse Close Kneel 
Reverse Wide Kneel 
Rear Twist 
 
Blocks 
Outward Waiter’s Hand Check 
 
Parries 
Upward 
 
Punches 
Hook 
 
Strikes 
No new strikes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kicks 
Front Scoop 
Rear Scoop 
Spinning Back 
Chicken Kick 
 
Fingers 
Horizontal Slice 
Back Over the Shoulder Thrust 
 
Maneuvers 
No new maneuvers 

Youth Blue Belt 
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